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Skweezit Blackjack 
"Skweezit Blackjack" is standard house-banked blackjack but with an optional house 

banked bonus wager. All rules pertaining to standard blackjack as posted on the 

WSGC's website under "Authorized Games" remain the same and are not altered in this 

game. Each bonus wager may be made at the player's option and there is no effect on 

the primary game and no changes in player strategy.  Minimum and maximum 

wagering limits are established by the casino operator in accordance with the limits set 

in WAC 230-15-040, WAC 230-15-140 or their specific regulatory body. 

 
"Skweezit Blackjack" can be played with 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 decks of cards. The cards 

used are standard 52 card decks. 

The bonus wager for "Skweezit Blackjack" is summarized as follows: 

Skweezit 

The player wins their Skweezit wager if one of the player's first two cards is higher than 

the dealer's "up card" and the player's other card is lower than the dealer's up card. For 

the purposes of this bonus wager (not the regular Blackjack game) an Ace is the highest 

rank. The player is awarded a prize according to the corresponding paytable (see 

Appendix "A"). A player must make their Skweezit wager before any cards are dealt. 

Winning combinations for the Skweezit wager are defined as follows: 

a) "Skweezer": any three card combination that meets the conditions described 

above for a winning Skweezit wager. 

Example: Player's two cards, • 10, +3; dealer's up-card, ♦ 8 

b) "All Black Skweezer": all three cards are black( and/or+), in addition to the 

conditions described in paragraph 4. 

Example: Player's two cards, a, +7; dealer's up-card, +J 

c) "All Red Skweezer": all three cards are red (• and/or ♦ ) , in addition to the 

conditions described in paragraph 4. 
Example: Player's two cards, ♦ A, ♦ 2; dealer's up-card, ♦ 3 










